
Fly of the Month 
 

BP Humpy 
by Greg Chester 

 

Recipe 
 
 Hook:         #16 Tiemco TMC 2488 or  
           Dia Riki #125 
Thread:            8/0 light cahill Unithread  
Tail/shuck:  Brown Zelon 
Hump, wing: Yellow or light tan McFly 
  Foam 
Abdomen: PMD dubbing (or just thread                         
  for smaller patterns) 
Hackle:  Medium dun or light grizzly 
  dry fly hackle 
Head:  Tying thread 
 

Although replicating certain bugs as accurately as possible is a satisfying if not fussy challenge, it’s also 

nice to have an arsenal of generic , easy to tie patterns in your box that by simply varying color and size 

will represent a wide variety of hatches. The BP Humpy certainly fills that bill for both mayfly and midge 

adults. You may recognize this pattern as Tim Tolletts “smidget” and in fact Tim’s bug was the 

inspiration for this tie with only minor changes. I developed the BP with input from the Wednesday 

night gang at Bitterroot Brewery, therefore the name: Brew Pub, or BP Humpy.   

What you’ll find unique in this pattern is the use of McFly Foam material for the hump and wing.  The 

foam is more commonly used for brightly colored egg patterns and is offered in a wide variety of colors 

including those conducive to adult mayflies and midges - plus it floats like a cork 

The other favorable material for this pattern, I think, is the short shank, wide gape ring eye hook. I’ve 

been using this hook more and more these days for small adult patterns, especially for baetis, trico and 

midge imitations.  The lighter, shorter hook promotes better floating and the wide gape equates to 

fewer missed strikes.  

The pattern shown below replicates a PMD adult which might be easier for you to see versus the baetis 

and midges currently on the water. Again, just vary size and color to match seasonal hatches. Good luck 

and please call with any questions. 363-0033 

 

 



Tying Instructions: 

1. Mount hook in vice and tie in a small, short bunch of 

Zelon as a trailing shuck. 

2. Separate a small hank of foam and tie in with excess 

extended over the shuck. You may find that applying 

hand cream before tying will help reduce snagging the 

“grabby” foam 

3. Dub the abdomen up to thorax area 

 

4. Pull the hank of foam over the abdomen creating a 

hump and tie down near the hook eye but don’t trim 

off yet. 

5. Form a small foam loop over the eye and tie off in 

the thorax area. The excess should now be extending 

toward the bend of the hook. Don’t trim yet. 

6. Tie in a properly sized hackle and wrap 2 – 3 turns at 

hump tie in point -- NOT between the foam loop and 

hook eye. 

7. Trim excess foam leaving a short tuft over the 

abdomen. 

8. Tie off thread and trim a “V” in the hackle at the bottom of the hook. This allows the fly to sit 

low and level in the surface film. 

9. Apply head cement and go fish! 

 


